After our roach treatment is complete:

1. In roach control, sanitation is essential. Do not leave food or water
sitting on counter or in the sink for too long. We’ve used baits that are
very desirable to roaches. Unfortunately if you leave out food or water,
the roaches will prefer to eat that food instead of our baits which may
cause treatment failure. Keep it clean! As roaches react to the treatment,
they will need more water. If they cannot get to water they will die
quicker.
2. It is expected and normal to see roaches for about a week after the initial
treatment. This activity is expected and allows full distribution of baits
within the roach community. The adult roaches feed on the baits and
when the bait passes through them in their feces, the nymph stage
roaches eat the affected excrement killing them too! If the treatment was
to work instantly it would alarm the roaches that the baits being used
and they will be adverse to these baits. Since full effects could take a
week or two this gives the roaches time to fully eat all baits and share it
with the other roaches.
3. If you do see any unsightly roaches please do not spray them with bug
spray. The best way to kill a roach post treatment is to use a fly swatter
or paper towel. The reason is because if you spray OTC bug spray it may
get on the products we've used and can turn an attractive bait into
something that will easily repel roaches and out bait becomes
undesirable to them.
4. Avoid the treated area for an hour after treatment has finished.
5. If you live in a building please notify your management of this issue as it
can be a systemic building wide problem. If it is not addressed in other
areas in the building it may return quicker than anticipated.
6. If you have any questions about the products used or about the
treatment you can email us at NortheasternExterminating@gmail.com
Thank you for your trust and business!

